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One of the challenges in evaluating arguments for extending the conceptual
framework of evolutionary biology involves the identification of a tractable
model system that allows for an assessment of the core assumptions of the
extended evolutionary synthesis (EES). The domestication of plants and ani-
mals by humans provides one such case study opportunity. Here, I consider
domestication as a model system for exploring major tenets of the EES. First
I discuss the novel insights that niche construction theory (NCT, one of the pil-
lars of the EES) provides into the domestication processes, particularly as they
relate to five key areas: coevolution, evolvability, ecological inheritance,
cooperation and the pace of evolutionary change. This discussion is next
used to frame testable predictions about initial domestication of plants and
animals that contrast with those grounded in standard evolutionary theory,
demonstrating how these predictions might be tested in multiple regions
where initial domestication took place. I then turn to a broader
consideration of how domestication provides a model case study consider-
ation of the different ways in which the core assumptions of the EES
strengthen and expand our understanding of evolution, including recipro-
cal causation, developmental processes as drivers of evolutionary change,
inclusive inheritance, and the tempo and rate of evolutionary change.

1. Introduction
First proposed in the mid-twentieth century, the modern synthesis (MS) has proven
to be a powerful conceptual framework for studying evolution that extends far
beyond biology into the social sciences and the humanities. By bringing Mendalian
genetics together with neo-Darwinism, the MS provided the mechanisms on which
Darwinian selection operated, and that, through the agency of population genetics,
could be operationalized into a coherent understanding of the process of evolution
[1–3]. In the MS, natural selection is recognized as the pre-eminent and ultimate
causal force in evolution that sorts variation arising through random mutation,
and passes on adaptive variations at a higher rate than less adaptive ones, resulting
in an evolutionary process that proceeds at a gradual pace made up of small micro-
evolutionary changes in the composition of individual genes and alleles within
genes (table 1).

Early calls for emendation of the core principles of the MS noted the impor-
tance of directional processes that sort and pass on variation in ways that may
not always conform to adaptive fitness criteria, and envisioned evolution as
proceeding at an uneven rate with long periods of stasis punctuated by
events of major macro-evolutionary change [4–6]. Subsequent insights from
developmental biology, ecology and the social sciences have built on these
initial calls for revision, highlighting areas in which core MS principles may
require additional re-evaluation and extension. These include insights about
the evolutionary impacts of ecosystem engineering in influencing the selective
environments of both engineers and others sharing constructed niches—and
their descendants [7]; about the role of multiple constructive developmental
processes in leading rather than following genetically driven change [8]; and
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the recognition of additional inheritance systems—internal
and external to an organism—that shape evolutionary trajec-
tories [9,10]. These insights have recently been integrated
into a general call for a revision of the classical MS by an
extended evolutionary synthesis (EES) [11,12]. Proponents of
the EES maintain that, in addition to natural selection, other
powerful forces shape evolution through interactive bouts of
development and selection operating on variation that, along
with genetic mutation, arises via the agency of constructive
processes. They further contend that these variations are
passed from one generation to the next by multiple interacting
inheritance systems, resulting in directional, non-random
change at the level of genes, whole organisms or even groups
of organisms, and that evolution is more likely to proceed at
variable, often quite rapid, rates (table 1).

One of the major challenges in making the case for the
EES is to demonstrate that the core principles of the EES
can generate empirically testable predictions about evolution-
ary process that are not considered under the MS [13,14].
While many studies have attempted to empirically evaluate
elements of the EES framework, advocates of emendation
recognize that more is needed.

Although many systems can reveal individual pieces of a larger
puzzle, the gold standard is . . . for a single system . . . to under-
stand the complete set of links between environmental variation,
developmental responses, and changes to genetic and epigenetic
architecture over the course of evolution. Schlichting [15, p. 666]

Here, I argue that the initial domestication of plants and animals
by humans provides a compelling example of such a gold stan-
dard system. Domestication is a process with clear and dramatic
evolutionary impact. It created new organisms that cannot live
outside of a domesticatory relationship with humans; contribu-
ted to significant declines in overall biodiversity through the

extirpation or even extinction of free-living species; transformed
landscapes and atmospheric conditions; and reshaped the trajec-
tory of human cultural evolution [16]. Beyond its unquestionable
status as a major evolutionary event, what makes domestication
an exceptionally valuable model system is that it encompasses
all the central issues involved in ongoing debates over the
need for an EES—from the developmental processes EES
advocates require greater attention, to the multiple forms of
inheritance held to shape evolutionary trajectories. Moreover,
new archaeological, archaeobiological and genetic data are pro-
ducing robust records of initial domestication in multiple world
areas, all set within an increasingly well-resolved temporal
framework that allows for an assessment of how these multiple
constructive processes and inheritance systems affect the pace,
tempo and direction of evolutionary change.

The case for domestication as a model system for explor-
ing major tenets of the EES is made here first by discussing
the novel insights that niche construction theory (NCT,
one of the pillars of the EES) provides into the domestication
processes as they relate to five key areas: coevolution, evolva-
bility, ecological inheritance, cooperation and the pace of
evolutionary change. This discussion is next used to frame
testable predictions about the initial domestication of plants
and animals that contrast with those grounded in standard
evolutionary theory, and to demonstrate how these predic-
tions might be tested in the many different world areas that
witnessed the independent domestication of a wide range
of different species of plants and animals. I conclude with a
broader consideration of the value of domestication as a
model system for evaluating core assumptions of the overall
EES as it relates to issues of reciprocal causation, the role of
constructive developmental processes, inclusive inheritance,
the targets of selection and rates of change.

Table 1. Core assumptions of the MS and the EES—after Laland et al. [1].

modern synthesis extended evolutionary synthesis

causality natural selection is the pre-eminent cause of evolution,

responsible for sorting variation on the basis of adaptive

fitness; operates as an asymmetrical, unidirectional

process in which organisms are shaped by selection to

match features in the environment

causation is a reciprocal process in which organisms shape and

are shaped by selective developmental environments;

phenotypic changes and acquired characteristics may lead

rather than invariably follow genetic change

directionality variation arises through random genetic mutations with no

directionality

variation arises through a combination of genetic and

constructive processes; biases in phenotypic variation

provide directionality

targets of

selection

targets of selection are genes and alleles of genes;

evolution consists of changes in gene frequencies

targets of selection may be alleles, genes, organisms or

groups of organisms; evolution consists of change on any

of these levels

inheritance genetic inheritance is the only inheritance system; only

genetically encoded traits can be inherited

multiple systems shape transgenerational inheritance, both

internal to the organism (genetic, epigenetic, maternal)

and external (ecological, social learning, cultural); acquired

traits may be inherited

tempo and pace

of change

evolution proceeds at a gradual pace made up of micro-

evolutionary processes shaped primarily by selection, but

also drift, mutation and gene flow

evolution proceeds at an uneven pace with periods of stasis

punctuated by periods of rapid macro-evolutionary change
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2. Explanatory frameworks for initial
domestication

Archaeologists have a long history of looking to evolutionary
biology as a source of explanatory frameworks for initial
domestication. To date, most of these frameworks have been
grounded in neo-Darwinian principles. One approach, pro-
moted by researchers adhering to the selectionist school of
archaeological theory, embraces a MS trait-level view of evol-
ution (with individual human behaviours and their artefact
proxies taking the place of genes and alleles) and envisions
the process of cultural evolution as made up of small micro-
evolutionary trait adjustments [17–21]. Another is based in
optimal foraging theory, which is itself a theory borrowed
from micro-economics that self-identifies with Neo-Darwinism
on the assumption that foragers who optimize for returns enjoy
selective advantage over those who do not [22–24]. Both selec-
tionist and OFT explanations characterize domestication as a
slow incremental coevolutionary process between humans
and target plant and animal species initiated in the context of
resource depression, caused either by environmental change
or by human impacts on resource availability, which forced for-
agers to turn to lower ranked, less preferred resources (such as
the progenitors of domesticates) garnered through increasingly
more intensive delayed-return strategies. Natural selection
serves as the primary driving force, guiding both the coevolu-
tionary relationships between humans and target species, as
well as the individual decisions foragers make about resource
choice and exploitation strategy (for a more extended discus-
sion of neo-Darwinian explanatory frameworks for initial
domestication, see references [25] and [26]).

More recently, archaeologists have begun to look to NCT,
for an alternative explanatory framework for initial domesti-
cation [26–33]. NCT focuses on the evolutionary impacts of
ecosystem engineering activities that modify selection press-
ures acting on present and future generations living within
altered niches [7]. Broadly defined, NCT encompasses the
niche-altering activities of all organisms, with humans charac-
terized as ‘the ultimate niche constructors’ [7, p. 28]. The
inclusion, and indeed emphasis, in NCT on ‘cultural niche con-
struction’ has drawn social scientists to NCT who see it as a
way of bridging the divide that has traditionally separated
the study of cultural evolution from that of biological evolution
[34–39]. This has been particularly true of archaeologists inter-
ested in the origins of plant and animal domestication [26–33].
An obvious strength of NCT is the extent to which it provides
special insight into domestication in five key areas: coevolu-
tion, evolvability, ecological inheritance, cooperation and
rates of change [32, p. 327).

2.1. Coevolution
A central tenet of NCT is that niche-constructing activities
cause eco-evolutionary feedback in which ‘ecological inter-
actions drive evolutionary change in organismal traits that, in
turn, alter the form of ecological interactions’ ([40], p. 1629;
[41]). Eco-evolutionary feedbacks that arise in the context of
niche construction are likely to foster coevolutionary inter-
actions between organisms living in constructed niches
[42–44]. These relationships are considered diffuse when the
impacts of the niche-constructing activities of one species on
another are mediated by some change in abiotic conditions or
intermediary biota. Diffuse coevolutionary interactions may

have wide-ranging evolutionary and ecological effects that
ripple outward from the niche-constructing organism and
affect other organisms in ways that may or may not have a reci-
procal impact on the original niche-constructor. Coevolutionary
relationships are particularly potent, however, when they are
pairwise and involve interacting organisms that are both
actively engaged in and affected by niche-constructing activities
that drive reciprocal evolutionary responses in each [44].

NCT insights into the development of coevolutionary
relationships in the context of niche construction have clear
and obvious implications for understanding domestication,
best defined as a pairwise, multi-generational coevolutionary
mutualism between a domesticator and a domesticate that
arises in the context of niche construction [31,32]. By assuming
some degree of influence over the care, protection and/or repro-
duction of the target domesticate, the domesticator engages in
niche-constructing activities aimed at increasing the supply or
predictability of a resource provided by the domesticate. The
domesticate, in turn, engages in reciprocal niche-constructing
activities that enable it to benefit from its association with
humans in a way that enhances its fitness over con-species
that remain outside this relationship. And this is true of all
the major pathways that humans and target species have fol-
lowed into domestication [45]. The harvest, or prey, pathway,
for example, is initiated by humans through ecosystem engin-
eering activities that manipulate the conditions of growth of
an organism or its environment with the goal of increasing its
relative abundance or predictability. Moving plants into pro-
tected areas, channelling water, landscape burning, building
traps or corrals, selective culling can all be considered niche-
constructing activities initiated by humans that can result in
the development of coevolutionary relationships between
human niche constructors and target plant or animal popu-
lations that may lead to domestication [28]. This is the
pathway that brought many perennial plant and tree species,
as well as most livestock animals, into domestication. The com-
mensal pathway, on the other hand, is initiated by plants and
animals that, through relocative niche construction, move into
anthropogenic environments to take advantage of new oppor-
tunities available there. Many ‘weedy’ annual plants followed
this pathway into domestication as they colonized soils dis-
turbed by anthropogenic activities [46], as did animals such
as wolves and wild cats that ventured into human settlements
to feed off human refuse or to prey on other animals drawn
to these environments [45]. Finally, the directed pathway
to domestication in which humans deliberately set out to dom-
esticate a species to extract some resource of interest also
involves a significant degree of niche construction as humans
tightly control the target species’ movements, nutrition and
breeding (to the point of direct genetic manipulation). This is
the pathway followed by all recent domesticates, with the
explosion of aquatic species brought into domestication
in the last 50–100 years [47]—whose rearing requires major
transformation of aquatic environments—being a particula-
rly compelling example of the role of niche construction in
directed domestication.

In each case, however, the coevolutionary relationships that
develop in these contexts will only result in domestication
if the niche-constructing activities initiated by one partner
(the domesticator or the domesticate) are met by those of the
other in ways that enhance the benefits both derive from
the relationship, increasing the mutual investment of each in
maintaining it [31]. Domestication, then, requires a sustained
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multi-generational coevolutionary relationship between two
niche-constructing species with each undergoing changes
(either genetically driven or plastic) that enhance the benefits
each derives from the relationship and/or that make further
investment in the relationship more attractive to its partner.
When humans sow seed in prepared substrates, for example,
receptive plants may respond by altering the timing of germi-
nation and subsequent ripening—a form of developmental
niche construction [48]—in ways that increase the likelihood
of their harvest by humans and subsequent inclusion in the
next season’s seed stock [49]. Animals practicing relocative
niche construction by moving into anthropogenic environ-
ments experience selection for reduced reactivity to humans
that enhances their reproductive success in that setting and
encourages reciprocal niche-constructing activities on the
part of humans directed towards the animals’ care, protection
and breeding [45,50].

2.2. Evolvability
Whether organisms engage in coevolutionary relationships in
the context of niche construction depends in large measure
on their evolutionary potential or evolvability—their ability
to respond to the new selective pressures in constructed
niches in ways that result in heritable evolutionary change
in descendant populations [40,41]. Insights from NCT about
the potential of organisms to respond to altered niches in
evolutionary significant ways have special resonance for
understanding the process of domestication that merit a
more extended consideration.

2.2.1. Evolutionary potential
In domestication, the capacity of different potential partners
to respond to new selective pressures created by niche con-
struction plays a major role in determining which will
embark on pathways leading to domestication and the direc-
tions those pathways will take. In plants, annual species with
fewer specific habitat requirements and which are able to colo-
nize disturbed habitats are thought to be good candidates for
domestication [46]. Behavioural traits such as reduced wari-
ness, hierarchical herd structure, and generalized feeding and
habitat preferences make certain animal species more likely
potential domesticates than species that lack these traits [45].
Variables that make certain human groups more likely to
engage in sustained coevolutionary relationships leading
to domestication include their willingness/ability to modify
technology and alter existing subsistence strategies in the
light of new opportunities or challenges, their assessment of
the current and potential demands and returns of available
resources, as well as their physiological capacity to use
resources [31,32]. In each case, on both the plant/animal and
human side of the equation, a certain degree of plasticity or
flexibility in the ability to take advantage of new opportunities
and respond to new challenges is an important pre-requisite for
embarking on pathways to domestication.

2.2.2. Phenotypic plasticity
To a major degree, this flexibility may be attributable to a
capacity for engaging in constructive developmental processes
that shape evolutionary trajectories in non-random, directional
ways [12,51]. Of these processes, the ability of an organism to
match its phenotype to different environments through the
plastic expression of novel morphological, physiological or

behavioural traits [52] may be one of the most important factors
behind an organisms’ potential for engaging in a domestica-
tory relationship [53]. To date, most of the research on the
role of phenotypic plasticity in domestication has concentrated
on the impact of climate change in the expression of cryptic
variation in progenitors of crop plants. Experimental studies
have, for example, demonstrated that teosinte grown under
reduced CO2 atmospheric conditions, similar to those of the
Late Pleistocene/Early Holocene, exhibit a number of maize-
like traits not seen in teosinte grown under modern CO2 con-
ditions [54]. These traits would have made these plants more
productive and easier to harvest, it is argued, leading to coevo-
lutionary relationships between foragers and certain teosinte
morphotypes that, eventually, resulted in the fixation of these
traits in domesticated maize. An additional trigger of plastic
responses to Early Holocene climate change may be the
impact of more marked, but predictable, seasonality in climate
during this time [55], environmental conditions which Dono-
hue posits may be responsible for triggering ‘phenological
cuing’ in organisms—a form of developmental niche construc-
tion in which phenotypic responses to conditions experienced
in one stage of an organism’s life cycle determine those
displayed during subsequent life stages [48].

Another promising area for future research is the role of
niche construction in setting parameters for the accumulation
and expression of phenotypic plasticity in emergent domesti-
cates. Exposure to novel environments can result in the release
of otherwise cryptic variation that facilitates rapid adaptive
evolution in receptive species [56–58]. This process of develop-
mental selection involves sampling a range of phenotypes, with
feedback from the novel environment helping to reinforce the
high performing phenotypes [59]. The introduction of plants
and animals to novel environments created by anthropogenic
disturbance or manipulation is then likely to have resulted in
the expression of otherwise cryptic phenotypic variation in
species with the ability to alter phenotypes in response to differ-
ent environmental conditions, allowing plants and animals
entering anthropogenic environment to rapidly adjust to the
new selective pressures encountered there. Contemporary
studies, in fact, find that plastically induced trait changes
occur in much higher rates in organisms entering anthropogenic
environments than in natural contexts [60], with human harvest-
ing of organisms being a particularly potent factor in inducing
dramatic phenotypic changes [61–63].

Once within these environments, plants and animals living
under human management and care would have been shielded
from many of the selective pressures faced by con-species living
outside this relationship, creating the kind of homeostatic mech-
anisms thought to encourage the accumulation of additional
genetic variation and novel combinations of variants in popu-
lations that may be released at some later point [15,59]. The
effect of human agency in bufferingmanaged plants andanimals
may have played an especially important role in reducing the
costs of developmental selection, which include expenditures
of energy and material needed to express different phenotypes
and the risks incurred by the expression of potentially deleter-
ious traits during the trial-and-error exploratory phase of
adjustment to a new environment [52]. Human intervention
and buffering, in fact, frequently favoured traits in target species
of interest to humans that would otherwise be selected against
outside the managed environment (i.e. indehiscent seed disper-
sal traits that increase the yield of human harvested plants, but
that face strong negative selective pressures in the wild [49]).
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The release of cryptic variation within anthropogenic
environments may well, then, be responsible for the high
degree of variability in trait expression documented in crop
plants during the initial stages of domestication, as has been
suggested for the non-directional expression of variable seed
sizes and coat thickness in managed Chenopodium in Eastern
North America [64]. Similarly, the high degree of variability
observed in the expression of the non-shattering rachis in cer-
eals and in seed size among both cereals and pulses during
the initial stages of their cultivation in the Near East, commonly
attributed to restocking or introgression of managed plants
with free-living ones [65], may, instead, be attributable to
the release of phenotypic plasticity in plants living within
anthropogenic managed environments.

2.2.3. Pleiotropy
Plastic responses to novel environments may also elicit the
expression of pleitropically linked traits across the life cycle
of an organism in ways that can both foster and constrain its
potential for evolutionary change [48,56,59,66]—a process
that may be responsible for the constellation of traits that
often co-occur in domesticates. In plants [46,67], these include
morphological and phenological traits that affect: (i) germina-
tion (changes in dormancy thresholds, changes in seed size
and tests thickness), (ii) dispersal (synchronization in ripening,
development on non-shattering seed heads and pods),
(iii) plant architecture (reduction in the number of branches,
plant stature and apical dominance), and (iv) productivity
(increases in density of plants and in the number and size of
plant organs of economic interest to humans). In animals
[45], these include: (i) reduction in brain size (especially
in regions of the brain that control aggression and reactivity
to outside stimuli), (ii) changes in developmental rates
and sequences (usually a delay in rates of development or
paedomorphisis), (iii) a corresponding neotonization in
morphology (often manifested in changes in cranial mor-
phology), (iv) retention of juvenile behaviours, (v) early
sexual maturity, (vi) lop ears (thought to be the result of a fail-
ure of cartilage fully develop due to early sexual maturity), and
(vii) piebald coats (possibly an artefact of the shared pathways
travelled by melatonin and serotonin, an example of the way in
which similar signalling and resource mobilization pathways
can induce pleiotropic responses in organisms [48]).

Some researchers maintain that these constellations of
domestication traits are best viewed as pleiotropic cascades
that arise from the orchestration of gene expression during
development caused by mutations in a limited number of
regulatory genes [68]. Earlier studies suggested that this was
indeed the mechanism for the manifestation of these traits in
domesticates. A comparative mapping of qualitative trait loci
in pearl millet, for example, suggested that the same loci con-
trolling spikelet structure in this species were also responsible
for seed shattering in maize, rice and sorghum [69]. Another
early study demonstrated the pleiotropic linkage between
loci responsible for the expression of traits affecting growth
habit and phenology, seed dispersal and dormancy, and fruit
and seed size in the common bean [70].

Subsequent research employing whole-genome sequencing
and genome-wide association studies, however, has shown that
the origins of these traits are more complicated than originally
thought. The non-shattering trait found in domestic cereals, for
example, is now known to be controlled by different genes

in different species, with, in some cases, different linked loci
implicated in the formation of the tough rachis in different inde-
pendent domestication events involving the same species [49].
Studies of gene expression in different pairs of domesticated
and wild animals find little or no overlap in genes or gene com-
plexes controlling wariness and aggression, and no evidence for
a genomic association between behaviour and coat colour in
domesticated rats [50,71,72]. Another recent study suggests
that linked traits in domestic animals arise not through the
action of individual genes or gene complexes, but through the
multi-genic downstream consequences of selective factors oper-
ating on neural crest cells during embryonic development
[73]—an example, perhaps, of the role that organismal levels
above genes play in an organisms’ ability to shape its own
developmental trajectory [12]. Another study maintains that
neuro-endocrine mechanisms, specifically the role of single
hormones in targeting multiple tissues, underlie the expression
of pleiotropic behavioural traits seen in domestic animals [74].

2.2.4. Hybridization
Another way in which novel traits can be acquired is by horizon-
tal transfers of DNA through hybridization and genome
doubling that can result in major epigenetic change in a single
generation [75,76]. Introgressive hybridization and polyploidy
is a common feature of many domestic crop species (i.e. cotton,
bread wheat, tobacco, sugar cane, potatoes and other related
tubers), with sometimes complicated histories of auto- and
allo-polyploidy in the same species occurring both prior to
and concurrent with human manipulation [77]. Hybrid origins
without gene doubling has been suggested for at least one
common animal domesticate, with the yellow skin characteristic
of the domestic chicken shown to be the result of the hybridiz-
ation of the red junglefowl with the closely related grey
junglefowl [78]. And we know that at least the later history of
South American camelids has been shaped by a complicated
process of hybridization between domesticated llamas and alpa-
cas and their progenitors, guanacos and vicuñas [79]. The
capacity for successful hybridization resulting in dramatic geno-
mic reorganization, or ‘cataclysmic evolution’ [75,76], may, in
fact, have been another trait that predisposed certain species to
rapidly adapt to anthropogenic environments and eventual
domestication, as well as one that assisted in the dispersal of
domesticates [50,77].

2.2.5. Niche construction and constructive development
While the mechanics of the acquisition and expression of these
domestication traits is an active and productive area of study,
it may be equally interesting to focus on the role of niche con-
struction in creating the selective environments in which they
arose in the first place. Viewing these traits as constellations of
environmentally mediated genetic associations (EMGAs in
NCT parlance [43]) that arise in the context of altered environ-
ments raises a number of promising new avenues of inquiry.
One direction for future research in this vein would be examin-
ing the role of co-constructed niches in generating selective
pressures that triggered the appearance of the same constella-
tion of traits in different species. Such research might
investigate the commonalities in human/plant interaction that
resulted in the same constellation of traits in different cereal
crops such as wheat, barley, rice and millet domesticated (in
some cases multiple times) in the Near East, East Asia and
Africa [49]. Another promising goal for future research would
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be identifying the conditions that trigger plastic responses and
pleiotropic cascades in certain species within certain engineered
environments, but not others living in the same or similar
environments. Continuing with the example of cereals, here
one might ask why wild oats that were intensively collected in
the Early Holocene Levant failed to move on to domestic
status at this time, while wheat and barley that were exploited
along with wild oats responded to human manipulation by
developing traits that led to their domestication [80]. A better
understanding of how these co-constructed niches change selec-
tive pressures on plants and animals undergoing domestication
may give new insight into the variability in the timing and
sequence of the appearance of different domestication traits in
different species. A goal might here be discovering why seed
size increase preceded the development of indehiscence in
Near Eastern cereals (emmer and einkorn wheat and barley)
by hundreds of years or more, while in Near Eastern pulses
(chickpeas, fava beans and lentils), indehiscence seems to have
developed long before any clear trends towards seed size
increase, even though these crops were brought into domesti-
cation at the same time by the same early cultivator groups
[49,81]. And finally, new research might explore how domestica-
tory relationships arising in the context of co-constructed niches
served to buffer certain species from the deleterious effects
of hybridization and encouraged the perpetuation of traits
that outside this relationship would have conferred no selec-
tive advantage or even been selected against, but that within
it proved highly advantageous to both human and the domesti-
cate. A profitable line of inquiry here would be examining the
role of humans in fostering crosses between a species of goat
grass and domesticated emmer wheat—itself derived from a
polyploid progenitor created by a cross between other species
of goat grass and wheat—to form bread wheat, a hexaploid
free-threshing and highly productive wheat species grown
today around the world but not found in the wild [82].

2.2.6. Genetic accommodation and assimilation
In order for traits arising in the context of niche construction
to have evolutionary impact, there must be some mechanism
by which they are stabilized within a population and become
heritable traits with evolutionary impact—a process EES
advocates call genetic accommodation [56–58,83,84]. In dom-
esticates, genetic accommodation of certain traits may come
about through the adoption of new harvesting, culling or
processing practices, as has been proposed for the fixation
of the non-shattering rachis in wheat and barley once sickles
were used as the primary harvesting tool ([85] but see [86]).
Deliberate human selection for certain desirable traits may
also have been responsible for their fixation, as may have
been the case in the selection for the woolly undercoat, visible
only during moulting season in wild sheep, that became
the dominant fibre in the coats of domestic sheep [87]. But
perhaps the most significant factor in this process was the
movement of managed plants and animals into new areas
where factors like genetic drift and founders effect responses
to new selective pressures encountered in these new environ-
ments, and, especially, reproductive isolation from free-living
sympatrics served to fix traits that arose in the context of
initial management.

Domesticates likely also underwent a process of genetic
assimilation [15,52,57,58,83,88], a subset of genetic accommo-
dation, that results in the reduction or loss of plasticity,

and the costly machinery underlying plasticity, so that the
plastic traits that made the plant or animal an attractive dom-
estic partner to humans no longer required environmental
cuing for expression. Despite the loss of plasticity and the
major genetic bottlenecks caused by factors such as genetic
drift, founders effect and reproductive isolation [49], domesti-
cates likely retained at least some capacity for the plastic
expression of traits that made it possible to successfully dis-
perse far beyond the natural habitats of their progenitors
and the homeland of initial domestication. The dispersal of
Near Eastern cereal crops into Europe, for example, could
only have been accomplished if these domesticates retained
the ability to undergo changes in genetic controls on season-
ality, especially in flowering phenology and accommodations
for length of growing season, that allowed them to adjust to
the very different seasonal regimes and climatic conditions
they encountered in Europe [89,90]. Similarly, plasticity in
the expression of vernalization genes among different land
races of wheat and barley may have been key in determining
the pace and direction of their eastward dispersal across and
around the Tibetan Plateau into Asia [89,91], as well as the
dispersal of rice out of the Yangtze basin into northern
China [89], and of maize from central Mexico throughout
North America [92–94].

2.3. Ecological inheritance
A basic tenet of NCT is that the niche-altering activities leave an
ecological inheritance that persists beyond the lifetime of the
original niche-constructing organism and bequeaths a legacy
of modified selection pressures to its own and other organisms’
descendants [95,96]. This concept has obvious relevance to the
niche-constructing activities by humans and plants/animals
involved in emergent domestication. Human landscape man-
agement aimed at promoting species of economic interest
and their alterations of the population structure of biotic com-
munities, as well as the relocative and developmental niche-
constructing activities of plants and animals living within
anthropogenic environments, all serve to create reinforcing
eco-evolutionary feedbacks that deepen the commitment of
all partners to maintaining the co-constructed ecological
niche that they bequeath to their descendants [32].

The impact of this ecological legacy in shaping the evol-
utionary trajectories of subsequent generations is so great,
NCTadvocates argue, that it qualifies as a second general inheri-
tance system on a par with genetic inheritance [7,96]. Further,
they maintain that there are multiple interacting channels, in
addition to genetic and ecological inheritance, over which infor-
mation is transmitted to subsequent generations [97,98].
Channels internal to an organism include not only genetic
inheritance, but also developmental processes like epigenetic
inheritance and maternal effects. External channels that operate
outside the organism include the inheritance of modified selec-
tive environments and, importantly, acquired and learned
behaviours. While template copying systems like genetic inheri-
tance ensure a high degree of fidelity in information transfer
over internal channels, the targets of these high-fidelity transfers
are limited to parental organisms and their direct descendants.
Information transferred through external channels, on the other
hand, is more prone to transcription and other errors, but its tar-
gets are far wider [99]. One way to increase the fidelity of
information transfer over external channels, at least in animals,
is through improvements in the transmission of acquired
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behaviours that enhance an animal’s ability to learn from one
another and allow novel traits to spread widely through a popu-
lation [42]. In humans, the capacity for language and symbolic
communication vastly enhances information transfer, making
it possible to modify and fine-tune behaviours and so ‘ratchet’
up their complexity and efficiency [100].

Small-scale human societies, such as those engaged in
initial domestication, use this capacity to amass stores of eco-
logical knowledge (tradition ecological knowledge or TEK)
that become the primary vehicles for transmitting this eco-
logical inheritance to their descendants [29,101]. Extensively
documented in small-scale societies around the world [102–
105], TEK consists of continually updated cognitive maps of
recourse distributions, information about the life cycles of
economically important resources, their seasons of avail-
ability, behaviour and the ways in which environments or
biotic communities can be manipulated to enhance the
supply and predictability of target resources [29]. Played
out in stories, myths, ritual performance and lessons passed
on from elders to younger members of social groups, TEK
provides a coherent framework for how the world works
and the human place within it [29,101]. Protecting, preser-
ving and continually updating this store of knowledge is
essential for the survival of societies engaged in the kinds
of ecosystem engineering that both forges and deepens
the coevolutionary dependencies between humans and
emergent domesticates. Including these cultural behaviours
among the external channels that shape evolutionary
trajectories, then, provides fresh insight into the how the
generation and transmission of TEK plays a catalytic role in
the domestication process.

2.4. Cooperation
By modulating resource availability, niche-constructing activi-
ties create the potential for a tragedy of the commons in which
some individuals reap the benefits of resource-enhancing
activities without contributing to them [106]. The perpetuation
of constructed niches that form the basis of ecological inheri-
tance, and the means by which niche construction becomes
an evolutionary process, requires conditions that counter
disincentives for cooperation and reward individuals that con-
tribute to collective activities. Clearly, there are pressures for
cooperative behaviours among human groups involved in
the niche-altering activities leading to domestication, at the
very least to combat the advantage that cheaters would enjoy
from the collective activities that they themselves shirk [107].

One way in which cooperative behaviours can be encour-
aged, NCT advocates argue, is by broadening the focus of the
rewards of collective actions from those enjoyed by an indi-
vidual over contemporary competitors, to those that the
individual bequeaths to relatives living in the future. In this
way, activities of the individual that benefit relatives living
in the future can be seen as directly benefiting the individual
[108]. This form of ‘transgenerational altruism’ [109] is par-
ticularly effective in philopatric organisms whose long-term
investments in altered niches make it more likely that they
and their descendants will continue to reap the benefits of
these collective activities. Incentives for cooperative beha-
viours, by contrast, are diminished under conditions of
high mobility and dispersal where there is a smaller pay-off
from niche-altering behaviours and a decreased probability
of relatedness among aggregating individuals [108]. Another

factor thought to encourage the cooperative behaviours is the
ability to monopolize constructed niches, thereby ensuring
that niche-constructing populations continue to benefit from
collective activities, while minimizing the extent to which
interlopers are able to take advantage of them [106]. It is
likely no accident, then, that initial domestication of plants
and animals usually took place in the context of semi- to fully
sedentary groups that had long-term investments in the exploi-
tation of abundant, diverse resources that could be predictably
found within well-defined catchment areas [26,29,111]. These
are contexts that could have been both monopolized and
defended in ways that encouraged the kinds of cooperative
behaviours needed to perpetuate niche-constructing activi-
ties and set the coevolutionary relationships responsible for
domestication into motion.

In addition to providing a more reliable supply of critical
resources, however, resource management promotes notions of
ownership of the resources and the manipulated environments
in which they are grown, while also creating a real potential for
uneven access to the rewards of collective activities [111]. These
forces are evident in Near Eastern societies where, with agricul-
tural emergence, we see a change from communal storage of vital
resources in locations accessible to the whole community, to the
development of household storage facilities within individual
households outside the view of others, as well as the beginning
of increasing differentiation in access to basic resources
[112,113]. The centrifugal tensions that arise with increased
reliance on managed resources extracted from constructed
niches make behaviours that combat them even more important
to the survival of the group. These tensions, then, likely created
additional pressures for behaviours that promote community
cohesion and keep it from splintering into competing subgroups.

Here is where NCT insights about the human capacity for
language, symbolic communication and information transfer
through social learning can be seen to a play a clear role in pro-
moting the cooperative behaviours essential to the success of
small-scale societies [114]. Rather than engaging in a continual
process of calculation of self-interest and punishment of non-
cooperators, humans, it is argued, have developed a means
of maintaining cooperative behaviour through systems of
shared norms, customs and values, that are played out and
reinforced in an array of everyday and ritual activities, and
that set unambiguous, widely acknowledge rules for coopera-
tive behaviour that make failure to abide by these rules
expensive. These behaviours are on full display in societies
on the threshold of plant and animal domestication which
experience an uptick in social and ritual activities directed pri-
marily at enhancing social cohesion and collective activities. In
the Near East, these activities are reflected in the construction
of communal houses and megalithic structures, elaboration
of symbolic lexicons, large-scale feasting activities and ritua-
lized practice of day-to-day activities [115], all of which can
be seen as vehicles for promoting the cooperative behaviours
needed to perpetuate the collective activities and social
cohesions that sustain these groups [116].

2.5. Rates of change
Niche-constructing activities are also held to have a profound
impact on rates of evolutionary change, both speeding up and
slowing down responses to selection [43,95]. Domestication pro-
vides a prime opportunity for exploring these impacts. Plastic
responses to novel environments have a far greater potential
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for rapid evolutionary change than those induced through
mutation. This is because mutation-induced novelties affect
the survival of only one individual and must await a slow pro-
cess of selection and transmission to spread more widely. By
contrast, environmentally induced novelties, such as those
that arise in the context of niche construction, affect numerous
individuals, and can persist, even in the absence of strong posi-
tive selection, simply through the presence of the inducing
factor [57,58]. Moreover, just as exposure to anthropogenic
environments has been demonstrated to result in a dramatic
increase in plastically driven trait changes [60], anthropo-
genically induced trait changes have also been shown to occur
at a rate roughly twice as fast as changes stemming from non-
human drivers. The rate of trait changes stemming from
human harvest of wild populations is particularly rapid, esti-
mated at about three times faster than other anthropogenically
induced trait changes [61]. Thus, the introduction of plants
and animals to novel managed environments, whether they
sought out these environments themselves or were relocated
there by humans, is likely to have induced the expression of
otherwise cryptic variation that would have resulted in rapid
population-wide evolutionary change in receptive species.
Periods of evolutionary stasis might be expected to follow the
initial introduction to anthropogenic environments as plants
and animals living within these environments experience con-
ditions of relaxed selection during which genetic variation
accumulates in managed populations [56].

Humans, with their ability to spontaneously invent or
alter goal-directed behaviours and to widely pass on effective
behaviours, are particularly potent factors in setting the rate
of evolutionary change [99]. These goal-directed behaviours
can be expected to have had a profound impact on the rates
of evolution in managed plants and animals, both as
they respond to human management in ways that make
them better equipped to benefit from their relationship with
humans and as humans deliberately encourage traits of interest
(even otherwise deleterious ones) and discourage those that
make the partnership with the plant or animal less attractive.
This is especially the case when humans begin to tinker with
genomic reorganization by either encouraging the persistence
of naturally occurring hybrids that have traits of interest, or
becoming directly engaged in cross-breeding individuals or
species for directed goals.

3. Contrasting neo-Darwinian and niche
construction theory informed explanatory
frameworks

We can distill the fundamental differences between NCT
informed perspectives and neo-Darwinian ones (briefly out-
lined in §2 and explored at greater length in [25] and [26])
into two contrasting explanatory frameworks for initial domes-
tication that generate distinct predictions as to how the process
unfolded (table 2) [32]. A neo-Darwinian framework (table 2:
column 3) begins with some event that causes an imbalance
between human population levels and environmental carry-
ing capacity [117,118]. Niche-constructing activities are only
adopted as a way of compensating for the lower returns of
less intensive resource extraction strategies and are considered
a sign of a decrease in foraging efficiency [119]. Social and
ritual activities, if mentioned at all, are portrayed as responses

to tensions arising from resource depression and are direc-
ted towards increasing the competitive (and reproductive)
advantage of some foragers over others [120,121]. And the
coevolutionary relationships between humans and target dom-
esticates at the heart or the process of domestication unfolds at
a gradual, incremental pace as the result of the accumulation of
hundreds of decisions of individual foragers shaped by natural
selection [21,24].

An NCT informed framework (table 2: column 4), by
contrast, is set within environments in which abundant
resources can be reliably found within circumscribed areas
and population levels are below carrying capacity [27,32,110].
Niche-constructing activities should be evident from the outset
and will likely intensify through time as they keep carrying
capacity in balance with population [30]. Social and ritual activi-
ties play a key, catalytic role in NCT informed frameworks,
providing vehicles for transmitting environmental knowledge
from one generation to the next, enhancing community cohesion
and combatting forces that encourage intra-group differences in
access to basic resources [115]. Throughout, the process proceeds
at an uneven pace, with periods of stasis punctuated by periods
of rapid change, driven by both the rapid expression and
accumulation of variation resulting from developmental pro-
cesses and turbo-charged by the human capacity for inventing
and transmitting goal-directed behaviours [33].

Not only can one draw clear, testable, predictions for these
two contrasting frameworks, there is also a growing body
of empirical data available to perform these tests (table 2:
column 5), including enhanced climate proxies [122], ways of
detecting human ecosystem engineering [123], improved
methods (morphometric and genetic) for tracing the process of
domestication [124], large archaeobiological assemblages and
more precise direct dating techniques [125]. Domestication is,
moreover, a global phenomenon that arose independently in
multiple areas around the world (figure 1). Records for initial
domestication in the Near East and eastern North America are
particularly robust [110], those for China and the Andes
are becoming increasing well resolved [27,126–128], and there
are ongoing efforts at documenting domestication in other
world areas, including Mesoamerica, the Amazon, West and
East Africa, and South East and Island Southeast Asia [129].

While systematic head-to-head evaluations of the different
neo-Darwinian and NCT predictions about initial domesti-
cation are only just beginning to be performed [30,110], a
review of empirical data from regions with the more complete
records tend to support NCT generated predictions (see the
electronic supplementary material for a longer discussion).
Mounting evidence from several world areas suggests that
initial domestication took place in the context of small
semi- to fully sedentary settlements strategically located at
the junction of multiple resource-rich eco-zones in the absence
of demonstrable resource pressure [27,30–32,110,126,130].
Niche-constructing activities in each of these areas are evident
well before any evidence of initial domestication [30,123,131].
Moreover, the uptick of social and ritual activities that accom-
panies increasing reliance on managed resources seems to be
directed towards promoting community cohesion and combat-
ting centrifugal tendencies towards competition [116,132]. And
while the process of initial domestication and subsequent agri-
cultural emergence unfolded over a millennium or more in
most regions [31], the pace of change seems to be one in
which long periods of relative stasis are punctuated by periods
of more rapid change [25,33,125].
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4. Domestication as a model system for the
extended evolutionary synthesis

Beyond providing a tractable system for exploring the value of
NCT as an explanatory framework for initial domestication, a
case can also be made that domestication serves as an ideal
model system for examining broader issues at the heart of the
argument for extending the MS to accommodate recent develop-
ments in evolutionary biology, ecology and the social sciences.
Not only is NCT one of the cornerstones of the EES, it is also
the case, as the above review of the relevance of NCT to initial
domestication makes clear, that essentially all the key concepts
that fall under the EES umbrella are involved in the process.
Recent advances in the study of initial domestication of plants

and animals offer particularly promising potential avenues for
empirical evaluation of core EES concepts of reciprocal causation,
constructive development, hierarchy in targets of selection,
inclusive inheritance and the tempo of evolutionary process
highlighted in table 1. Some of these avenues of future research
are outlined here.

4.1. Causality
Adherents of neo-Darwinian informed explanatory frame-
works tend to characterize domestication as a one-way
adaptive response to new selective pressures [133] in which
niche construction, and other developmental processes
involved in domestication are portrayed either as adaptive
responses to changing selective pressures [134] or as sources

Table 2. Test implications and datasets of explanatory frameworks for initial domestication.

category variables
selectionist/OFT
predictions NCT predictions archaeological data

context of initial

domestication

climate/

environmental

change

change resulting in

reduction in relative

biomass

either stable or improving,

resulting in increase in

relative biomass

Palaeo-environmental proxies

population levels marked increase or stable;

reaching or surpassing

carrying capacity

little or no change; population

levels remains well below

carrying capacity

number and size of sites and

intensity of occupation

mobility decrease in mobility due

to population packing

decrease in mobility with

settlements targeting

resource-rich areas within

circumscribed catchment,

without population packing

settlement pattern data and

correlation with regional

resource mapping

resource depression decrease in high ranking

resources;

intensification of

procurement and

processing activities

broadening of resource base,

with either no reduction in

available biomass or

intensification in processing

archaeological plant and

animal remains

role of niche

construction in

initial

domestication

modification of

environments

and biotic

communities

only adopted as a

response to decline in

availability in high

ranking prey

continuous and intensifying

alteration of landscape or

modification of biotic

communities in the absence

of evidence of resource

pressure

evidence of human

manipulation of

environments (burning,

changes in weed

assemblages, appearance

of species outside habitats)

role of social

behaviours

social interaction,

ritual behaviours,

feasting

intensification in these

activities aimed at

promoting competitive

advantage of successful

foragers over others

intensification aimed at

transmitting environmental

knowledge, enhancing

community cohesion and

levelling intra-community

differences in access to

resources

evidence of feasting, changes

in community structure,

burial practices

pace of change dates of appearance

of domesticates

and agricultural

emergence

gradual and incremental periods of stasis and periods

of rapid change in

domesticates and humans

AMS dating of material

culture and

archaeobiological materials,

aDNA
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of environmental variability no different from stochastically
derived variations in environmental background conditions
that elicit adaptive responses [135]. This view stands in
strong contrast to an EES perspective that envisions evol-
utionary events such as domestication as driven by
‘interacting bouts’ of constructive development and selection
that may actually lead and shape genetically encoded adap-
tive change rather than follow it [96]. The increasingly fine-
grained record of initial domestication in multiple world
areas provides an opportunity for assessing which of these
contrasting views of the nature of causation and the primacy
of natural selection in evolution is best supported by being
able to more precisely track both selective and developmental
processes involved in plant and animal domestication.

4.2. Directionality
All the constructive processes that proponents of the EES
maintain shape evolutionary trajectories in non-random, direc-
tional ways are in play in plant and animal domestication, with
niche construction, developmental phenotypic plasticity and
genetic accommodation playing especially prominent roles
[32]. Whole-genome sequencing has been accomplished for
many of today’s domestic crops and livestock, as well as for
many of their progenitors [136–139], providing a remarkably
detailed understanding of the genetic basis of key domesti-
cation traits. Advances in the analysis of DNA extracted from
archaeobiological remains and the ability to precisely date
these remains, moreover, provide excellent opportunities to
monitor the interplay among these developmental processes
and manifestations of heritable genetic changes in emergent
domesticates. Recent studies of ancient DNA extracted from
ancient maize, for example, have made it possible to track the
appearance of specific domestication genes in this important
crop plant as it moved from the heartland of initial domesti-
cation in southwestern Mexico up through central Mexico
and into the southwestern USA [94,140,141]. Another recent
study of ancient DNA extracted from horse skeletal remains
finds evidence of enrichment for genes involved in androgen

and steroid hormone receptor binding indicative of the selec-
tive pressures for behavioural and cognitive changes central
to animal domestication [142]. This same study also found evi-
dence for enrichment of genes affecting tissues and cell types
derived from the neural crest that lends support for the hypoth-
esis that the neural crest development is involved in the variety
of associated traits commonly found in domestic animals [73].

New molecular techniques are coming online that make it
possible to perform population-wide screenings for epigenetic
markers [51]. Application of such techniques to directly dated
archaeobiological remains might allow for an empirical assess-
ment of the hypothesis advanced here that developmental
plasticity plays a leading, perhaps dominant, role in shaping
the genotype of domesticates.

4.3. Targets of selection
Domestication also provides a case study for exploring
the targets of selection, especially the impact of selection
operating above the level of individual alleles in driving
evolutionary change. The possibility that the constellation
of traits found in domestic animals arise through selection
operating on neural crest cells [73] is one such opportunity
for assessing the role of ‘exploratory behaviour’ among
systems above the level of genes in facilitating evolutionary
change [143]. The importance of the transmission of eco-
logical inheritance and the reinforcement of cooperative
behaviours in domestication, especially as they relate to
human behaviour, widens the focus of selection beyond
gene frequencies of individuals to one that targets the distri-
bution of traits across transgenerational populations, thus
opening the way for an examination of the role of group
selection in evolution [9,10,12,144].

4.4. Inheritance
As outlined above, domestication offers an opportunity to
assess the impact of all the additional channels of informa-
tion transfer that EES proponents maintain are equally as
important in evolution as genetic inheritance, including
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Figure 1. Currently recognized areas of domestication of plants and animals with some examples of plants and animals domesticated in each centre. 1, Eastern
North America: chenopodia, squash, sunflower, knotweed and maygrass; 2, Southwest US: turkeys; 3, Mesoamerica: maize, squash, beans and turkeys; 4, northern
Peru/Ecuador: squash and lima beans; 5, Amazonia: manioc, yams, peanuts and Muscovy duck; 6, Andes: oca, potato, quinoa, amaranth, llama, alpaca and guinea
pigs; 7, sub-Saharan Africa: pearl millet, sorghum and African rice; 8, Horn of Africa/Nile Valley: asses, tef; 9, Near East: wheat, barley, lentils, peas, sheep, goats,
taurine cattle and pigs; 10, Central Asia: horses, golden hamster; 11, South Asia: browntop millet, water buffalo and zebu cattle; 12, North China: foxtail and
broomcorn millet; 13, South China/Southeast Asia: rice and chickens; 14, Japan: barnyard millet, mung bean, burdock; and 15, New Guinea: bananas, yams
and taro. Note: list of domesticates not exhaustive.
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epigenetic inheritance, ecological inheritance, social learning
and culture. Consideration of the domestication process prom-
ises new insights into the role of these inclusive or ‘soft’ forms
of inheritance in shaping evolutionary change [9,10,145].

The importance of culture as a form of soft inheritance is
particularly noteworthy. Evolutionary biologists operating
within the framework of the MS have traditionally had a very
difficult time accounting for the role of culture in evolutionary
change [144,146]. Human culture is often relegated to the status
of a proximate causal process that might help ‘fine-tune’ the
variation on which selection (the ultimate cause of evolutionary
change) acts, but that has little influence on directional change
in evolution [147,148]. This view is embraced by archaeologists
working within MS informed frameworks who dismiss the role
of human agency or intentionality in evolutionary change—
biological or cultural [19,21,23]. This discomfort might also be
a reason that many social scientists and scholars working
within the humanities tend to down-play or even dismiss the
role of human/environmental interaction, and the relevance
of evolutionary biology, focusing instead on more purely
social, ritual and symbolic behaviours in explanatory frame-
works of domestication and culture change in general [7,32].
A view of culture as a form of soft inheritance builds a bridge
between the biological and social sciences, and the humanities,
that neither negates or downplays the role of culture in evol-
ution, nor glorifies it as something exceptional that operates
outside of nature. Recognizing culture and other human cogni-
tive abilities as extensions of the use of acquired knowledge and
social learning by non-human animals to enhance the fidelity of
information transmitted along external inheritance channels,
brings these behaviours squarely within the parameters of
evolutionary processes, while also acknowledging the unique
and powerful roles they play in shaping the evolutionary
trajectory of humans and biota affected by human actions.

The niche construction literature has made significant contri-
butions to documenting the role of domestication in shaping
gene–culture interactions and their effect on human biologi-
cal evolution, with the study of the development of lactose
tolerance and resistance to sickle cell anaemia in humans
practicing dairying and yam cultivation primary examples of
this important work [149]. In addition to having had some
impact on the human genome, however, domestication has
also played a major role in influencing the course of cultu-
ral change, thus providing an opportunity for exploring the
importance of human goal-directed behaviour and cultural
transmission in human cultural evolution. Consideration of dom-
estication as a model system for evaluating core concepts of the
EES also allows for an examination of the role of human
agency and intentionality in shaping the evolutionary trajec-
tories of partner species in domesticatory relationships, as
well as in the evolution of other non-participant organisms
affected by these behaviours. Moreover, a view that sees
target species as assuming an active part in directing the
course of domesticatory relationships provides an opportunity
for examining the reciprocal impact they have in shaping the
trajectory of human cultural and biological evolution.

4.5. Tempo and pace of change
Finally, the ability to set the process of domestication in an
increasingly well-constrained temporal framework is perhaps
one of the most appealing aspects of domestication as a
model system for exploring core assumptions of the extended

synthesis. Advocates of the EES sometimes lament the lack of
empirical examples of the role of genetic accommodation in
fixing traits arising from developmental processes, maintaining
that the signs of this process may disappear so quickly from a
natural population as to make it appear as if these traits arose
through standard selection operating on genetic variants fol-
lowing the MS paradigm [51]. Possible systems suggested for
documenting these fast-moving processes include natural
environments undergoing dramatic rapid modification through
climate change or anthropogenically induced habitat destruc-
tion [84], invasive species moving into and adapting to novel
environments [51,52] and comparisons of the capacities
for the expression of phenotypic plasticity in extant ancestral
populations with those of derived ones [56].

Domestication resembles these potential model systems in
that it involves the introduction and subsequent adaptation
of species to novel anthropogenically modified environments
that provide optimal settings for assessing the role of construc-
tive processes in the genetic fixation of adaptive traits. In many
cases, there are living representatives of both domesticates and
their progenitors that might allow for an assessment of the
extent to which ancestral plasticity served as a source for
fixed genetic traits in their domestic descendants, and thus to
assess whether these traits arose as a response to selective
pressures, or through the plastic expression of existing pre-
viously cryptic traits that were subsequently fixed through
the process of genetic accommodation [56]. Perhaps even
more exciting is the potential of ancient DNA for determining
the timing of the sequence of plastic expression and genetic
accommodation behind the fixation of domestication traits in
‘real time’ as it unfolded during the process of initial domesti-
cation. Domestication is then a model system that combines
multiple interacting constructive processes and multiple
internal and external inheritance systems resulting in signifi-
cant evolutionary change in multiple species, set within an
increasingly well-resolved temporal sequence. As such, it
would seem that domestication meets all the requirements
laid out by EES advocates of a "gold standard" system for asses-
sing the case for revision of standard evolutionary theory [59].

5. Conclusion
Darwin used domestication as a model system for exploring
mechanisms of variation in plants and animals under human
control to support his thesis of evolution through natural selec-
tion [150]. Experimental cross-breeding of domesticates (both
plants and animals) also provided model systems that allowed
Greger Mendel to discover the rules of heredity responsible for
the transmission of variation across generations that provi-
ded the fuel for Darwinian selection. Domesticates and the
process of domestication were then foundational systems for
the modern evolutionary synthesis that brought Darwinian
theory of evolution together with Mendelian genetics through
the application of population genetics [1–3]. It seems only
appropriate that those seeking to build on this important foun-
dation turn once again to domestication as a model system for
assessing how recent insights into the role of multiple shaping
processes and forms of inheritance should be incorporated into
and extended understanding of evolution.
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Supplemental	Information	

	

Contrasting	Neo-Darwinian	and	NCT	informed	explanatory	frameworks	

Table	2	in	the	main	text	contrasts	distinct	predictions	about	initial	domestication	grounded	in	

neo-Darwinian	and	NCT	explanatory	frameworks.	It	also	lists	the	kinds	of	archaeological	data	

needed	to	test	these	predictions.	Systematic	head-to-head	evaluations	of	the	different	neo-

Darwinian	and	NCT	predictions	have	yet	to	be	performed	in	many	world	areas	in	which	plants	

and	animals	were	domesticated	(figure	1).	However,	a	review	of	empirical	data	from	regions	

with	the	more	complete	records	support	NCT	based	predictions	about	the	context	of	initial	

domestication,	the	role	of	niche	constructing	activities,	the	importance	of	social	and	ritual	

activities,	and	the	pace	of	initial	domestication	and	subsequent	agricultural	emergence.		

	

The	context	of	initial	domestication		

Neo-Darwinian	explanatory	frameworks	predict	that	initial	domestication	universally	occurred	

within	the	context	of	an	imbalance	between	human	population	levels	and	environmental	

carrying	capacity	[1-3].	In	contrast,	NCT-based	explanations	predict	that	initial	domestication	is	

more	likely	to	occur	within	environments	in	which	abundant	resources	can	be	reliably	found	

within	circumscribed	areas	with	population	levels	well	below	carrying	capacity	[4-8].	Evidence	

from	multiple	world	areas	supports	NCT	predictions	on	the	context	of	initial	domestication.	

	Arguments	that	initial	domestication	of	South	American	crop	plants	was	a	direct	

response	to	the	loss	of	high	ranking	game	and	plant	resources	[1],	for	example,	are	undermined	

by	the	3000	years	that	separate	the	extirpation	of	Pleistocene	mega-fauna	and	the	appearance	

of	humans	in	northern	South	America,	and	the	subsequent	2000	year	gap	between	human	

arrival	and	the	earliest	evidence	of	domesticates	[7].	The	stability	of	forest	composition	in	

regions	where	domesticates	first	appear	in	the	Neotropics	[9]	also	challenges	the	hypothesis	

that	initial	domestication	was	a	response	to	a	dramatic	environmentally-driven	change	in	

resource	availability.		

In	the	Early	Holocene	Near	East	where	ameliorating	climatic	conditions	caused	a	

rebound	of	biotic	communities,	neo-Darwinian	models	propose	that	rapid	increases	in	human	



population	and	subsequent	population	packing	quickly	outstripped	the	capacity	of	these	

resource-rich	environments	to	support	them,	leading	to	an	abandonment	of	more	optimal	

mobile	foraging	strategies,	resource	diversification,	intensification,	and,	subsequently,	

domestication	[2].	These	arguments,	however,	are	based	on	a	tenuous	tautology	that	interprets	

evidence	of	loss	of	mobility	as	proof	of	a	proposed	causal	linkage	between	population	packing	

and	loss	of	mobility	[8].	Similar	circularity	is	evident	when	it	is	claimed	that	apparent	

diversification	of	dietary	resources	provides	support	for	the	purported	causal	role	of	resource	

pressure	in	diversification.	Perhaps	more	salient,	there	is	no	evidence	of	an	imbalance	between	

population	and	carrying	capacity	of	other	resource	rich	portions	of	the	central	and	eastern	

Fertile	Crescent	where	all	four	major	livestock	species	(sheep,	goat,	cattle,	and	pig)	and	several	

crop	plants	were	domesticated	[10,11].		

Recently	Weitzl	and	Codding	have	argued	that	a	slight	uptick	in	the	number	of	

radiocarbon	dates	from	sites	in	eastern	North	America	coincident	with	initial	domestication	of	

indigenous	seed	crops	lends	support	to	their	thesis	that	population	increase,	and	subsequent	

demographically-driven	resource	depletion,	played	a	causal	role	in	domestication	in	this	region	

[3].	The	Mid-Holocene	was	marked	by	a	dramatic	increase	in	resource	availability	in	this	region	

[6];	so	it	is	not	surprising	to	see	some	evidence	of	population	increase	at	this	time.	But,	as	

Weitzl	and	Codding	admit,	there	is	no	evidence	for	an	imbalance	between	population	and	

environmental	carrying	capacity	at	this	time.	Indeed,	there	is	a	good	deal	of	evidence	that	initial	

domestication	in	eastern	North	America	arose	within	resource	rich	environments	in	the	

absence	any	pressure	on	resource	availability	[12],	leading	even	proponents	of	neo-Darwinian	

explanatory	frameworks	to	admit	that	the	example	of	initial	domestication	in	eastern	North	

America	fails	to	“show	a	good	fit”	with	predictions	generated	by	models	grounded	in	neo-

Darwinian	principles	[1:140,13].		

Instead,	in	regions	where	reasonably	good	settlement	and	paleo-environmental	data	

exist	(the	Near	East,	eastern	North	America,	and	most	recently	China),	initial	domestication	

occurred	in	the	absence	of	any	demonstrable	resource	pressure,	with	population	levels	

remaining	well	below	likely	carrying	capacity.	In	each	case	the	domestication	process	began	in	

the	context	of	small,	semi-	to	fully-sedentary	settlements	strategically	situated	at	the	junction	



of	multiple	resource	rich	eco-zones	where	inhabitants	could	draw	on	diverse	and	seasonally	

predictable	resources	drawn	from	circumscribed	catchment	areas	capable	of	supporting	these	

communities	over	extended	periods	of	time	[4,8-14]	–	conditions	that	closely	conform	to	NCT	

predictions	about	the	context	of	initial	domestication	specified	in	Table	2.		

	

The	role	of	niche	construction	in	initial	domestication		

Neo-Darwinian	models	predict	that	niche-constructing	activities	leading	to	domestication	are	

only	adopted	as	a	way	of	compensating	for	the	lower	returns	of	less	intensive	resource	

extraction	strategies	and	are	considered	as	sign	of	a	decrease	in	foraging	efficiency	[3,15].	NCT	

frameworks,	in	contrast,	predict	that	the	practice	of	niche-constructing	activities	should	not	be	

seen	as	an	adaptive	response	to	changes	in	selective	pressures	in	external	environments	(i.e.,	

resource	depression),	but	should	instead	be	considered	a	means	by	which	foragers	actively	

manipulated	selective	pressures	to	their	own	evolutionary	advantage.	Thus,	rather	than	being	

adopted	late	in	the	process	of	domestication	as	a	last	resort	measure	to	combat	declining	

returns	from	the	environment,	a	NCT	perspective	predicts	that	these	activities	should	to	be	

evident,	in	the	absence	of	resource	depression,	prior	to,	or	at	the	latest	during,	the	initial	stages	

of	the	domestication,	and	should	intensify	through	time	as	a	means	of	keeping	carrying	capacity	

in	balance	with	population	[5,6].		

	 Once	again	emerging	empirical	evidence	support	NCT	predictions.	In	northern	South	

America,	the	Near	East,	eastern	North	America,	and	in	China	there	is	increasing	evidence	that	

foragers	engaged	in	forest	management	through	burning	and	coppicing,	moved	and	tended	and	

tending	economically	important	plants,	and	harvested	prey	animals	in	ways	that	increase	

returns,	in	the	absence	of	resource	pressure,	well	before	the	appearance	of	archaeologically	

detectable	domesticates	[4-9,14,16-22].		

	

The	role	of	social	and	ritual	activities	

Social	and	ritual	activities,	if	mentioned	at	all	in	explanatory	frameworks	grounded	in	neo-

Darwinian	principles,	are	usually	portrayed	as	responses	to	tensions	arising	from	resource	

depression	and	are	directed	toward	increasing	the	competitive	(and	reproductive)	advantage	of	



some	foragers	over	others	[23,24].	Under	the	NCT	framework,	in	contrast,	these	activities	are	

predicted	to	play	key,	catalytic	roles	as	vehicles	for	transmitting	environmental	knowledge	from	

one	generation	to	the	next,	enhancing	community	cohesion,	and	combatting	forces	that	

encourage	intra-group	differences	in	access	to	basic	resources	[5].	

The	archaeological	record	of	social	and	ritual	activities	needed	to	evaluate	these	

predictions	is	sparse	in	many	world	areas.	In	the	Near	East,	however,	where	there	is	a	clear	and	

steady	uptick	in	social	and	ritual	activities	in	Early	Holocene	communities	on	the	threshold	of	

domestication,	NCT	predictions	find	more	support	than	those	stemming	from	a	Neo-Darwinian	

perspective.	It	is	true	that	some	researchers	have	interpreted	the	increase	in	ritual	feasting	in	

Early	Holocene	forager	communities	as	evidence	for	increased	competition,	seeming	to	align	

more	closely	with	neo-Darwinian	predictions	[24,25].	The	absence	of	any	evidence	of	status	or	

economic	differentiation	between	members	of	these	small	communities	or	signs	that	feasting	

was	anything	other	than	a	broadly	communal	affair,	however,	have	led	the	balance	of	

researchers	working	in	this	area	to	conclude	that	these	activities	served	an	integrative	role	in	

combating	potentials	for	inequalities	likely	to	arise	from	increased	investment	in	the	

manipulation	and	extraction	of	resources	from	more	narrowly	defined	catchments	areas	[see	

multiple	chapters	in	ref.	26,	also	27,28].		

	

The	pace	of	initial	domestication	

Finally,	under	neo-Darwinian	models	the	co-evolutionary	relationships	between	humans	and	

target	domesticates	at	the	heart	or	the	process	of	domestication	are	predicted	to	unfold	at	a	

gradual,	incremental	pace	as	the	result	of	the	accumulation	of	thousands	of	decisions	by	

individual	foragers	shaped	by	natural	selection	[29,30].	A	NCT	informed	perspective,	on	the	

other	hand,	predicts	that	the	process	of	domestication	proceeds	at	an	uneven	pace,	with	

periods	of	stasis	punctuated	by	periods	of	rapid	change,	driven	by	both	the	rapid	expression	

and	accumulation	of	variation	resulting	from	developmental	processes	that	is	turbo-charged	by	

the	human	capacity	for	inventing	and	transmitting	goal-directed	behaviors	[5].		

Once	again,	the	Near	East	provides	us	the	most	robust	data	sets	regarding	the	pace	of	

change	in	domestication	and	agricultural	origins,	and,	once	again,	NCT	predictions	find	more	



empirical	support.		We	now	know	that	the	record	of	initial	domestication	and	subsequent	

agricultural	origins	in	the	Near	East	spans	a	period	of	about	2000	years	–	from	about	11,700-

10,000	years	ago.	Developments	over	this	long	period	did	not	unfold	as	a	series	of	gradual	

micro-evolutionary	changes,	however	[31].	Instead	the	process	was	marked	by	a	long	period	of	

relative	stasis	as	small	communities	engaged	in	an	extended	process	of	broad	spectrum	

resource	extraction	and	increasing	engagement	in	niche	modification	(from	about	11,700-

10,500),	punctuated	at	about	ca.	10,500	by	a	period	of	more	rapid	change	as	multiple	different	

managed	and	morphologically	domesticated	crops	and	animals	appear	in	different	parts	of	the	

Fertile	Crescent.	This	is	followed	by	a	several	hundred	year	period	in	which	domesticates	play	a	

relatively	small	role	in	the	diet,	interrupted	by	an	additional	period	of	rapid	change	which	sees	a	

virtual	explosion	of	more	fully	committed	agro-pastoral	village	communities	across	and	out	of	

the	Fertile	Crescent	at	10,000-9,000	years	ago	[31-33].	
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